Sonata®

Engineered for comfort and safety

Trusted Solutions,
Passionate People®

Sonata

Whatever a patient's individual needs, the Invacare Sonata has been engineered to offer peace of
mind, with a flexible range of options designed for maximum comfort.
The Sonata is a highly modular and stylish care bed that can be personalised to suit any
environment, from a private home to nursing centre. With the Sonata, individual care needs and
comfort come first. Users can customise the bed by choosing and combining all elements - from
the mattress support and legs, to the castors and bed end.
As expected with Invacare, the Sonata is sturdy, reliable and built to the highest quality
standards.

Easy assembly
The Sonata could not be easier to assemble, as all parts are
lightweight and portable. The easy-fit legs and simple-assembly
bed ends ensure that the Sonata can be mounted and transported
by one person.

Modular
Different bed designs can be chosen to suit individual tastes
and environments. Choose from a wide range of options (bed
ends, legs, base, operating method) to ensure their unique and
individual care requirements are perfectly catered for.
The flexibility of the Invacare Sonata also allows the bed to be
upgraded at a later stage, e.g. from a manual to electric operating
system.
Personalised comfort
To cater to each individual’s need for comfort and support,
Sonata comes with a choice between two-, three-, or foursectioned mattress support. Opt for steel slats for easier cleaning
or wooden slats for a more flexible level surface. Finally, choose
between manual operation or an electric operating system for a
more independent and active use of the bed.

Features and options

Sonata with Valeria bed
ends and Verso II side
rails.

Sonata with Sabrine bed
ends, Diana side rail and
height adjustable legs.

Sonata with electrically
operated mattress
support, Vibeke bed
ends and Verso II side
rails.

Sonata with Camila bed
ends and Flora side rail.

Features and options

Two-sectioned profiling mattress support

Wooden or steel slats.

Lifting pole on base

Legs at fixed height of
50 cm. With or without
castors.

Four-sectioned profiling mattress support

Movement of lower leg
section - Synchronized

Handles - Manual

Operated by one handle
Operates together with
(two-sectioned support)
the upper leg section in a or two handles (fourfixed movement.
sectioned support).

One electrical function
(two-sectioned support)
or two electrical functions
(four-sectioned base).

Castors

Verso II side rail

Aluminium 100 mm or
125 mm.

A collapsible metal side
rail. Compliant with IEC
60601-2-52.

Lifting pole and I.V: Drip
Rod

Legs - telescopic height
adjustable (37,5 - 57,5
cm) in 3 steps. With or
without castors.

Legs and bed end in one. Diana side rail
With or without castors.
A collapsible metal side
rail.
Compliant with IEC
60601-2-52.

Hand Control - Electric

The catching handle for
the lifting pole can be
adjusted in both height
and depth.

Valeria

Nadine

Sabrine

VibekeNG

Camila

Standard wood / colour

Beech laminate

Beech laminate

Beech / Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

Fit in with Verso II

✔

✔

✔

✔

Fit in with Diana

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

Fit in with Flora

Technical data
For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user manual, please see your
local Invacare website.
Width outside1
Width inside

Length outside1
Length inside

900 mm
890 mm

2130 mm
2000 mm

Mattress:
900 mm

Mattress:
1900 - 2000 mm

Sonata

Height
adjustment

Height
adjustment

Height with fixed
Height with
legs (without
adjustable legs:
castors):
Without castors:
500 mm
360, 430, 500 mm
With castors2:
490, 560, 630 mm

Total weight

Mattress support
dimensions

2-sectioned:
800, 1190 mm

Backrest angle

Thigh angle

0 - 72°

0 - 32°

4-sectioned:
800, 230, 300,
610 mm

Max. user weight
Complies with IEC 60601-2-52

Sonata

2-sectioned: 41 kg

SWL 170 kg

3 and 4-sectioned:
48 kg

1.

NB
The bed must not be used by patients under 12 years of age, or by patients
with body size equivalent to an average 12 year old or smaller.

With Valeria bed end

2. Castors 100 mm

Frame colour and wood work
Light grey

Beech

Cherry

QR
Code
Please notice colors may vary slightly from those displayed above.
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